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Unhook is a versatile extension designed for YouTube to make your YouTube browsing as simple and bare-bones as possible. All the advanced features are gone, so you can enjoy your YouTube experience without any distracting fuss. A: I use Super Hider. It covers all browser tabs/history, but not the web browser. Hides the page address (mainly if you have lots of open tabs). It can also be configured to only hide videos if you don't want to
see them. A: You can try out the YouTube Free Space extension. Q: How to check the type of value in for loop I have created some lists with different length and need to run through them and check for each element if it is string type or something else and then do some calculations accordingly. I have created a for loop where I am trying to check for each element if it is string and then run through one line of code if it is string and another if
not string. I am doing this to convert string to float type before doing some calculations. for j in range (len(clist)): if type(j) is str: j = float(j) else: pass The above code throws this error: j = float(j) TypeError: float() argument must be a string or a number, not'slice' What do I need to do instead? Also, how do I check if the list is a string? A: You can use isinstance(x, basestring) to see if a type is a string. And if you want to convert all the items
in a list, then use map(float, clist). Q: How to create a list of checkbox using ListActivity with the help of an adapter in Android? I want to implement a ListActivity using an adapter with the help of checkbox. The ListActivity should show the elements of an ArrayList. The first element of the list should be a CheckBox. In the checkbox, I want to display the text of the list. Now, I have to implement checkbox in the list. But, I am not getting
how to create a list view and do the manipulations to the checkbox
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Hide all elements on YouTube except the recommended videos. Unhook for Chrome Installation: Toggle the toggle at the bottom of the extension page in Chrome. #2: Disconnect $29.99 - $19.99 Disconnect, if you don't know, serves as a layer of protection on your Android device. It can be used to filter out background tasks from working on your phone, thus limiting apps' access to your precious data. If, like me, you're sick and tired of
having to take your phone into your pocket just to turn the Bluetooth off before attempting to make a phone call, or of constantly having to keep Bluetooth on for a few seconds so that your phone will connect to your car's audio system, you'll appreciate this app. Disconnect for Android is a simple app that walks you through the process of establishing a disconnect between your phone and the rest of your device: it'll ask you to activate the
Bluetooth connection and switch on your flashlight. From there on, the app will keep on doing the dirty work and ask you to notify your phone that you're about to leave it alone, just before taking your handset off. If you've used Disconnect for Chrome before, things should work pretty much the same. Other apps, however, may not be so happy to make the switch, but I can't imagine they'd have the same functionality. In any case, a quick tap
will turn off your Bluetooth; you'll be asked to confirm. Disconnect for Android Installation: First you'll need to establish a connection between your phone and the app. Then you'll want to be sure that the app is activated. #3: Streamr $9.99 - $49.99 Streamr is a Google Chrome extension that lets you keep an eye on some of the more essential statistics, at least some of the time. It has to do with the video streaming. Aside from some
information about the video being streamed (for example, is it from a player, a stream, or a Dropbox, and so on) or the amount of data it's taking up, you can also get a general idea of the Wi-Fi speed, video transcoding progress, and playback problems, to name a few. In short, Streamr does its job quite well. You can sit back and relax while the list of data refreshes in the sidebar. Scrolling the page isn't a walk in the park, but you can at least
keep on 09e8f5149f
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Hide Home Feed Hide Sidebar Hide Top Header Hide Calls Hide Cards Hide Related Videos Hide Recommended Videos Hide Experiments Remove Mixes Remove Comments Hide Notifications Hide Loaders and Indicators Hide Video Info Hide Top Banner Hide Closed Caption Hide Fullscreen Caption Hide Stills Hide Fullscreen Hide Content Snippets Hide Cards Hide Lower Header Hide Ads The extension can also take things a bit
further by offering a bunch of other options, including Hide Web Page Unhook for Chrome is available to download for free on the Chrome Web Store. Unhook For Chrome | Chrome Web Store A: This one gets rid of recommended videos altogether. A: YouTube generally respects the preferences you've set in the browser, so you could try using the Firefox add-on Video Hider: Q: Laravel use the table name in the query I have a model User
and a table named user_followers. In the User model, I want to add a method getFollowers. I want to use the name of the table "user_followers" instead of "followers". This doesn't work: $users = User::all()->getFollowers(); This works: $users = User::all()->get('followers'); I think the problem is in the index or hasMany. This is in the User model: protected $table = 'user_followers'; //Or: protected $casts = [ 'email' =>'string' ]; I think I need to
add the name of the table in the index too: public function getFollowers() { return $this->hasManyThrough('App\Followers', 'App\User', 'id', 'followed_user_id'); } A: You need to specify the table name. User::with('followers')->get(); More info: Q:

What's New in the Unhook For Chrome?
Unhook for Chrome is a versatile Chrome add-on that makes YouTube better by hiding recommended, related and other annoying videos from your web history. It allows users to declutter their experience by only showing them the videos they wish to see. It is compatible with your YouTube settings which means it will remove videos that are not in your list of suggestions. Hidden video areas include the playlists, channels, comments, related
videos, etc. Feature list Hide home feed Hide related and recommended videos Hide the side menu Hide the top header Hide the video page elements Hide the end screen Hide the comments Hide media controls Hide the search bar Hide the video and description Hide the author details Hide the live chat window Hide the playlists Hide the trending videos Related Videos Unhook for Chrome has no option to hide the lists of related videos.
The available options are the same as the YouTube list of related videos, but instead of hidden by default, they're even more prominent and cannot be ignored. Exclusions Unhook is available for both the web browser and Android versions of the Google Chrome browser. Like all add-ons, you can apply this to the current page, or set it to always install for a specific site. Changelog Version 2.0 - Changelog from 1.1 to 1.4 Version 1.5 Removed useless video counts from the page and removed annoying "thanks for liking" message - Improved app start up time Version 1.4 - Made sure that no video ends were accidentally removed (i.e., numbers above the player) Version 1.3 - Added an option to remove the top header element Version 1.2 - Fixed some other minor bugs with video pages Version 1.1 - Updated the extension to run on Chrome versions 58+ Version 1.0 - The
first release Credits Unhook for Chrome was created by Alexander Siegel and is free to use for anyone. A: You can also disable Recommended Videos from within the YouTube website. In the search bar type: "Disable Recommended Videos". The effect of repeating interactions on the crossover of the 2-bar pattern in young children: a longitudinal study. It is widely acknowledged that children learn systematic, sequential patterns by means
of imitation. Recent research has focused on how this learning occurs in infancy.
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Core i5-2400S / AMD Phenom II X4 955 BE / AMD FX-8350 Memory: 4 GB Graphics: nVidia Geforce GT430 DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 2 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card with support for 8 channels Additional: AMD CrossfireX enabled video card Recommended:
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